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J31(12)1-12
DC OPR CJCS(05)13-17 DJ5(3)18-20 SJCS(3)21-23 J1(3)24-26 J4(8)27-34
J5(2)35-36 J6(4)37-40 NMCC NMCC:DDO SECDEF(4)41-44 SECDEF: DIA:
ASD:1SA(7)45-51 ASD:PA(1)52 METG FILE(1)53
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FLASH

TRANSIT/250737Z/250738Z/00018101CRP8262
DE RUEKJCS #1812 28370739
3NY 4TTT 4
2 250737Z OCT 73 ZFP=6
FM JCS WASH DC
TO RUHQ/CRINCPAC HONOLULU HI
RUWTEK/CRINOAC OFFUTT APF NB
RUCBS/CRINCERT NORFOLK VA
RURWNLB/CRINCNAD ENT APF CO
RUSNAA/CRINCUSCER VAETHINGEN GERMANY
RUWMB/CRINCNAL ELMENDORF APF AK
RULPA/CRINCUSO QUARRY HEIGHTS CZ
RUCJAA/CRINCNRED MCIL II APF FLA
INFO RUAGD/CRINSW WASH DC
RUENAA/CRINCNO WASH DC
RUENGH/CRINCSP WASH DC
RUENOF/CRINCMC WASH DC
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CJCS SENDS

SUBJ: CURRENT SITUATION (U)

1. (TS) MOST RECENT COMMUNICATION WITH SOVIETS CONTAINS REQUEST
THAT US JOIN THEM IN MORE FORCEFUL ENFORCEMENT OF ISRAEL/ARAB CEASE
FIRE BY INTRODUCTION OF BOTH US/SOVIET FORCES. SOVIETS FURTHER STATE
INTENTIONS TO CONSIDER UNILATERAL ACTION IF US DECLINES.

2. (TS) OUR REPLY NOT FINAL AT THIS POINT BUT, AS YOU HAVE NOTED,
US RESPONSE INCLUDES SIGNAL OF ELEVATION IN FORCE READINESS, I.E.,
DEFCON THREE WORLD WIDE, ALERTING OF 62ND AIRBORNE, MORE EASTWARD
MOVEMENT OF CARRIERS IN MED, AND REDEPLOYMENT OF SAC FORCES FROM
PACIFIC.

3. (C) I AM IN SESSION WITH SECDEF AND CHIEFS NOW AND WILL KEEP
YOU ADVISED. GDS 83
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